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Appendix F - Current Rulings

Values - Limited. Things are "limited" if you are not permitted all of what you are otherwise entitled to. For instance, if you can. Force drain for three at the Death ... 
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Appendix F - Current Rulings Chapter 1



Appendix C



The One Rule



Blown Away - Death Star II



[The following is added after the final paragraph of the main entry]



[The following replaces the fourth paragraph of this entry]



"Top Card" is considered singular for game play purposes.



If the Death Star II is blown away, starships at the Reactor Core may attempt to 'escape' (as defined on the Epic Event, not in the sense of captured starships). The light side selects their starships and, one at time, moves one sector closer to the Death Star II system (this is free and considered an unlimited move). With each movement, draw movement destiny as indicated by the sector (you draw for your own ships); cards which modify movement destiny (e.g., Desperate Counter) affect the total of the draw and the maneuver. Once the light side's starships are finished moving from a sector, the dark side follows the exact same process (including drawing movement destiny using the light side game text) until all their starships have finished moving from that sector. This process repeats for the ships at the next sector, and so on until all starships reach the Death Star II system.



Values - Limited Things are "limited" if you are not permitted all of what you are otherwise entitled to. For instance, if you can Force drain for three at the Death Star, and Resistance only allows you to drain for two, your Force drain has been limited to two. However, if you Force drain for two at Naboo under the same conditions, your drain has not been limited, because you are draining for what you are otherwise allowed to. Likewise, if you can draw two battle destiny, and Imperial Command says you may only draw one, your battle destiny has been limited to one. However, if you were only entitled to draw one battle destiny, your battle destiny has not been limited, because you are drawing what you are otherwise allowed to. Anything which cancels modifiers is NOT limiting.



Dejarik Rules [The following replaces the first paragraph of this entry]



Naboo: Battle Plains (dark) DARK: Unless Gungan Energy Shield on table, your AATs are each power +2 here.



‘Dejariks’ are small holographic gamepieces representing lifeforms from various planets in the galaxy. Any Interrupt or Effect with "dejarik" or "hologram" in lore is a dejarik or hologram, respectively (the exception is Well-earned Command, which is not a hologram). Dejariks and holograms may battle each other at a holosite (Dejarik Hologameboard or Imperial Holotable). A holosite is placed by itself on table and is never adjacent or related to any other site. Holosites allow dejariks and holograms to deploy and battle there as if they were characters. Dejariks and holograms at a holosite are not considered to be Interrupts and Effects (except for cards that specifically refer to them at a holosite), they are simply dejariks and holograms (e.g., Alter may not cancel Molator at the holosite). However, any card which specifically names a dejarik or hologram card may still affect that card (e.g., Grimtaash specifically cancels Molator). Vehicles, characters, starships, Utinni Effects etc. cannot be deployed or moved to a holosite. Only dejarik and hologram cards can exist at a holosite (and cards specifically permitted to deploy there). Dejariks and holograms are not characters, and may not be targeted as such.



Naboo: Battle Plains (light) DARK: Your AATs deploy +1 here.



Appendix D



Chapter 6 Battle A conflict you initiate during your battle phase in an effort to deplete your opponent’s Life Force. Battles can occur at a location only if both players occupy that location - i.e., they both have presence there. (But note that if all presence is completely removed from either side before the battle’s power segment, the battle ends. This happens instantly, not as an action, so there is no time between the exclusion and the end of the battle for anything to take place.) [continue original entry]



Appendix A Intruder Missile (light) Deploy on your B-wing, Z-95, YT-1300 Transport, or Falcon. May target a capital starship for free. Draw destiny. Add 3 if that capital starship was targeted by another weapon this turn. Target hit if total destiny > defense value. After firing, place Missile in Used Pile.



Appendix B Han's Toolkit Han's Toolkit cannot be used in an "all cards" situation. For instance, when Overwhelmed is played, it targets all starships present, so Han's Toolkit cannot cancel it. Not Endorsed or Sponsored by Lucasfilm



The following are added to the characteristics list: Royal Guard – character Sandcrawler – Vehicle Skiff – Vehicle Speeder - Vehicle Panaka is not a Royal Guard. Page F-1
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Appendix F - Town of Warwick 

Page 10. Page 11. Page 12. Page 13. Page 14. Page 15. Page 16. Page 17. Page 18 ... Page 79. Page 80. Page 81. Page 82. Page 83. Page 84. Page 85 ...
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Appendix F Computational Statistics Toolbox - MAFIADOC.COM 

Creating, pruning and displaying classification trees csgrowc csprunec cstreec csplotreec cspicktreec. Creating, analyzing and displaying clusters cshmeans.
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Appendix F Code and Electronic Information Sources 

of subroutines, to perform various mathematical and numerical analysis ... PDF crÃ©Ã© avec la version d'essai pdfFactory www.gs2i.fr/fineprint/pdffactory.htm .... Jack Moran, An Introduction to Theoretical and Computational Aerodynamics, John .... Co
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APPENDIX 

Special rights. 33%. - Some interest. 47%. 1,7%. B5. In your opinion, do some species like dolphins, whales, sharks, turtles deserve : - No special consideration.
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Appendix 3 â€“ Current and planned satellite formation flying 

Objectives. Technology demonstrations and maneuver experiments containing GNC and sensor technology for a family of future missions where Rendezvous.
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Appendix 

precipitation as a surrogate for water flow and air temperature as a surrogate for water temperature. As previous studies showed that stream temperatures ...
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APPENDIX 

Typology in 5 groups (class) from theme C questions: The optimal partition is in 5 class as following. Page 13. Theme D: "How manage fisheries and protect the ...
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Appendix 

The demonstration of the Theorem for validating CBAC for one component can be prove through sequent Calculus: CBAC 1C = b âŠ¢ C pf âŠ¢ S, I pf, b âŠ¢ C, S, I.
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Appendix A from J.-F. Le Galliard et al 

mutants, called y, and residents, denoted by x. A mutant y located at a site z on the network experiences the following birth, death, and movement rates: b (z) p b ...
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APPENDIX B 

Sep 10, 2007 - Page 25 / 33 condition of firmware update of BT using our Firmware Downloader tool. EX. HOST â†’ BT : AT+BTDFUâ†µ. BT â†’ HOST : âˆ OKâˆ .
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appendix a 

L'Ã©molument est affectÃ© aux charges & aux emplois; marquant non seulement la finance rÃ¨glÃ©e des appointemens, mais encoure tous les autres revenant-bons.
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Appendix F Code and Electronic Information Sources - Size 

The software libraries in Netlib, provide computational tools, in the form ... good idea to download all of the files unless the user is sure that only the single routine is .... free convection between two vertical parallel plates .... developed for
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appendix 2 

development. 125.0. GCS Développement Québec City ... INVESTMENT PROJECTS IN THE QUÉBEC CITY CMA. Investment ($M) ... methanization plant. 108.0.
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Appendix A 

car industry, flows through heating and cooling systems, complete vehicle underhood flows or flows within ...... (A.8.15) and Darcy's law. (A.8.16) .... (A.8.21) has to be solved by some outer linearization (for instance, Newton's method). More.
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appendix for 

only for the use of the intended recipient(s), are confidential, and may be privileged. If you are not the ..... Voltage Regulators / RÃ©gulateurs de voltage. 106. 1.3.
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appendix for 

The Member agrees and undertakes to abide by the terms and conditions of the Manual, including those listed above. .... Auto Extra Bearing&seal (me. 01.
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APPENDIX - CONTENTS 

harmful interference to radio communications. ... Communications Commission, helpful: .... WARE OR RELATED DOCUMENTATION IN TERMS OF THEIR ...
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appendix a 

There has always been some confusion with regards to the system of units to be used in engineering practices and ...... Christian, J.T., and Carrier, W.D. (1978). "Janbu .... "Discussion of Dams and Sand Foundations," by A.C. Koenig, Trans ASCE,. Vol
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APPENDIX A 

Dec 15, 2008 - 1.3 REMOTE BD ADDRESS. ... 1.4 INQUIRY ACCESS CODE (IAE). ..... A series of channel modulation is necessary to transmit the data from Slave ... with up to 7 Masters to establish stream zone using internal flow control to ...
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APPENDIX - CONTENTS 

provided plug does not fit into your outlet, consult an electrician for replacement of .... TC ELECTRONIC SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT. System 6000 ... documentation including copies, regardless of form or media and to all copyrights there- in. You may
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Appendix D 

GF-1-B-01A. N. P17-3753-01. PAS. NJDEP 15001. 7/8/2017. 8:25. SM 3113 B. 7/12/2017. 12:23. -0.37. 2.00. 1. N. ND. GF-1-B-02A. N. P17-3753-02. PAS.
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Appendix, No. XI 

but the nature of the remedy involved difcuflions cf fuch a delicate and intricate nature, that none fhould be .... for opprobrium and contempt. This will make a large family ... The law which prohibits giving relief where any vifibie property reniai
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Tucker Web Appendix 
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Appendix Useful Formulas .fr 

The indices a, b correspond to the quark color and run from 1 to 3; the indices ..... In addition to the quark-boson and and lepton-boson couplings given above,.
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